Testimony of Chris Burns

Who does it benefit to take away exemptions? Is this not the land of the “Free”? Do we not have the right to choose? Is the state truly concerned about health? This is not about health. If it was, then the truth would be told in regards to vaccines, the bodies natural biological healing and innate immunity systems and how they work.

Honest comparable data should be shared with the public. Humans hold immense healing power, supported by proper diet, earthing, and high vibrational energy; sickness would decrease immensely. But the health care system has taken the reigns of health and cloaked themselves in “for the people” yet our society is sick and unhealthy. It’s time the people take their power back. WE DO NOT CONSENT.

The Human body is not health deficient, what happens to it when we are born and injected is what brings about sickness. The human body has everything it needs to be healthy, all that is required is an environment to support the biological system. Vaccines corrupt the system.

We the people have the power. Power does not come in the form of blind obedience, but conscious choice out of wisdom, knowledge, truth and experience. We demand the truth about vaccines, the truth about healing, the healing power of our minds, plants and the earth. Every being has the right to choose what is best for their children especially when it comes to health.

A true democracy is one where the people of the state are in power and empowered. Over time, humans have gradually given away their power to the statist, those who care more about financial gain than human health.

Humans have been lulled to sleep by corporate media, poisoned food and unorthodox vaccines. We have lost connection with ourselves and do not know how the body actually works.

The government has taken advantage and now falsely believe they have the right to dictate what happens to a child. If this exemption is about health, we need to re-look at the standard for health in America.

We do not consent.
Our family has been dealing with vaccines and my first daughter (then 3) was diagnosed with AFM (Acute Flaccid Myelitis) and we did not vaccinate our youngest. My first daughter who is now five has been vaccinated and is up to date (not my choice) when she was 3 she was hospitalized from being paralyzed and loosing function in one of her arms. Her speech dwindled and we did not know if she would ever fully recover. She was diagnosed with AFM (Acute Flaccid Myelitis), this was right after she had her vaccine which was against my and my fiancé personal will. She has followed the CDC’s schedule and has needed more medical attention then any of my other children. Some of her conditions are Eczema, AFM, chronic colds, a weakened immune system. Now if vaccines worked, why is she so sick?

Could it be that the aborted fetus’s and other biologically harmful additives put in the vaccines cause the otherwise healthy body to over react and do its best to protect itself? Could it be that the body does not actually need vaccines and it pushes all the toxins to the brain, AFM and other conditions? From experience I say yes. We do not need huge long test to confirm cause and effect.

Compared with my youngest who was never gotten vaccinated, eats a vegan diet and is breast feed; she is the most vibrant, energetic healthy child I have ever met. She gets over colds within a couple days, without any medications or over the counter meds, when she has a fever it is settled within a day or 2, all with her own body’s innate, organic, God given immunity and she was an early walker and early talker.

Why? Because we had the FREEDOM to choose what goes into her, what we feed her, what she watches and consumes and we understand how the human body works. We do not see her as a dollar sign but as a sentient intelligent being that deserves the best chance at this physical life. If we could do it over we would make sure none of our children were vaccinated. This is no longer about health, but its about protecting our children from corporate America. Our children are not money makers and we do not consent to this system of fear, unconstitutional force and abuse of perceived power--